THE ALL-NEW
TOYOTA STARLET CROSS
OWN IT
THE TOYOTA STARLET CROSS

INTRODUCTION

THE TOYOTA STARLET CROSS IS AN EYE-CATCHING AND STYLISH SUV THAT'S BEEN BUILT FOR YOU TO OWN THE STREETS. WITH ITS FASTBACK STYLING, FEATURE-RICH INTERIOR, INCREDIBLE TECH AND FULL SUITE OF SAFETY KIT, YOU'RE GUARANTEED TO OWN IT. When you add the legendary backing of the trusted Toyota badge and the most comprehensive dealer network in the country, the Toyota Starlet Cross is most definitely an attention-grabber that's sure to make you feel confident – no matter the situation.

OWN IT

Starlet

Starlet Cross

OWN IT
OWN IT YOUR OWN WAY

MODEL SHOWN:
STARLET CROSS 1.5L XR AT

RANGE

SO, GET READY TO OWN IT IN THE ALL-NEW TOYOTA STARLET CROSS – AVAILABLE IN Xs AND XR (BOTH MANUAL AND AUTO).

EXTERIOR COLOURS

Monotone

ZHJ Mystic Pearl White
WBE Premium Liquid Silver
WBF Shadow Grey
WB3 Sonic Black Pearl

Bi-Tone\(^*\)

ZYE Fine Orange
WBH Galaxy Blue
WB3 Sonic Black Pearl

E88 Fine Orange
E86 Luxe Red
E85 Liquid Silver

\(^*\)Available on the XR models.

MODEL LINE-UP:

Starlet Cross 1.5 Xs MT
Starlet Cross 1.5 Xs AT
Starlet Cross 1.5 XR MT
Starlet Cross 1.5 XR AT
The Starlet Cross is equipped with a 1.5ℓ naturally aspirated four-cylinder engine, delivering 77kW of power and 138Nm of torque. Providing animated performance with a top speed clocking in at 175km/h (170km/h Auto), its star quality really comes to the fore when you have to fill up – fuel consumption is pegged at an impressive 5.6ℓ/100km (5.8ℓ/100km Auto) in the combined cycle. Choose between a 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic transmission – all driving the front wheels.

The suspension system features MacPherson strut up front and a torsion beam at the rear. The set-up is perfectly calibrated for all driving conditions, providing a pliant ride that strikes the right balance between comfort and control.

The Starlet Cross is ready for you to Own It when you hit the road.
EXTERIOR

MAKE A STATEMENT

Confidence comes standard in the new Toyota Starlet Cross, where crossover meets coupe in the perfect combination of SUV sensibility and sensuous styling. Its striking, three-dimensional face is dominated by a black honeycomb grille, flanked on either side by arrow-shaped clusters of LED headlamps. Two slivered LED Daytime Running Lights, connected by a discreet chrome strip, provide just the right hint of visual tension to ensure you make a suitably grand entrance. A honeycomb grille and striking silver skid plate complete the Starlet Cross’s stylish look.

In profile, the characteristic sloping roofline comes into view, as does the athletic silhouette which the Starlet Cross inherits from its well-defined muscular wheel arches. Providing extra protection are integrated black wheel arch extensions, complemented by rear black side sills. On Xs models, the latter are punctuated by sleek black inserts, while range-topping XR models get silver inserts for a sharper look. Distinctive, snowflake design 16” wheels in jet black, as well as two tone machined finish, adorn the wheels of Xs and XR models respectively. Decorative roof rails provide the finishing touch from the side angle.

Slimline LED taillights, featuring C-shape graphics extend seamlessly from end to end, leaving an unforgettable illuminated signature in its wake. Further unique rear design details include a roof spoiler with integrated high-mounted LED Stop Lamp, a silver skid plate, which likewise enhances both the aesthetic and protection quotient.

There’s an exciting array of colour options for the new Starlet Cross – choose from six monochrome hues and three bi-tones sporting a contrasting black roof and power door mirrors, which are exclusive to XR models.

The Starlet Cross owns it from every angle.
OWN IT INSIDE AND OUT.

Signalling its premium status, the predominantly black cabin of the new Starlet Cross is elevated by the organically curved three-tone dashboard and door panels featuring charcoal, silver and Bordeaux finishes. This colour palette is echoed in the high-quality cloth upholstery. Elevating XR models even further, are chrome accents gracing both the side and centre ventilation controls, along with the interior door handles.

In terms of interior appointments, some of the impressive standard features include a leather, multi-function steering wheel, electronic push/start*, keyless entry system, auto lights with Follow-Me-Home functionality, a centre armrest storage area and seat back pockets.

Offering a seamless blend of tech and convenience, the Starlet Cross is equipped with a centrally mounted display audio system featuring Apple CarPlay and Android Auto (7” and 9”), with the touch of a button on the 13.8cm wide smart display which is powered up for the journey ahead. Both models come standard with rear parking sensors and a reverse camera; the Starlet Crosses (both models) come standard with a 360o Monitor, which is available on selected models only. The Heads-Up Display (XR) adds a touch of futuristic assistance by providing essential information right in the line of sight. Adding to this list are various other features, such as auto-retractable door mirrors, illuminated glovebox, Smart Entry, a six-speaker audio system (four speakers in the Xs) and an electrochromatic rearview mirror

The Starlet Cross's features allow you to be in control so that you can Own It. 

---

*Heads-Up Display
Available in automatic or manual transmission only
Available on selected models only
*Available on automatic transmission only
*Wireless charging
360o Monitor
Available on selected models only
SAFETY

The big news on the safety front is that the Toyota Starlet Cross has everything you could possibly want and need to keep you completely safe on the road. VSC (Vehicle Stability Control) and HAC (Hill Assist Control) are standard across the range, as is a full suite of passive safety kit in the form of six airbags – XR models are equipped with front, side and curtain airbags, while the models are fitted with driver and passenger airbags. Rounding off the safety and security package across the range, is ABS (Anti-Lock Braking System) with EBD (Electronic Brakeforce Distribution), ISOFIX and an alarm/immobiliser system.

The Toyota Starlet Cross is equipped to give you peace of mind, so you can Own It on any journey.
At Toyota, creating technologically advanced vehicles isn’t our only priority; we’re committed to combating the problems associated with waste tyres in the country and have therefore taken up our producer responsibility. We uphold the two main pillars of our strategy to achieve zero CO2 emissions.

**CHALLENGE 1: ZERO CO2 EMISSIONS**

You are lending a helping hand to Toyota’s efforts to reduce to zero not only CO2 emissions produced in travelling and manufacturing, but also those linked to the disposal and recycling of vehicles.

**CHALLENGE 2: LIFE CYCLE ZERO CO2 EMISSIONS**

You are helping in helping Toyota and us to reduce to zero our ecological footprint throughout all the stages of the life cycle – from extraction of raw materials to the end-of-life recycling programmes, our planet always comes first. This is because the ultimate long-term vision Toyota is inculcated with the hope that all its vehicles can be recycled and not end up as waste.

**CHALLENGE 3: PLANT AND ZERO EMISSIONS ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS**

You will help to implement a host of measures in Toyota’s plants which are:

1. Adopting renewable energy sources and utilising hydrogen energy.
2. Furthermore, we are promoting several activities to connect regions, the world and the environment  conservation activities in our surrounding areas.

**CHALLENGE 4: WATER AND OPTIMISING WATER USAGE**

In sustainable business practice, one must be water-efficient, finding other ways to use water, and reducing water consumption. We have reduced water consumption across our plants worldwide. In our South Africa operations we are tackling the need by implementing a variety of measures that are already making an impact. For example, the Toyota Starlet Cross range has been designed to have very low CO2 emissions. This includes the design to manufacturing, to end-of-life recycling programmes, our planet always comes first. This is because the ultimate long-term vision Toyota is inculcated with the hope that all its vehicles can be recycled and not end up as waste.

**CHALLENGE 5: CHALLENGE OF ESTABLISHING, REACHING, AND OPTIMISING EMISSIONS**

We have contributed to our 40 years on the challenge of resource conservation, environmental protection and recycling. Going forward, by rolling out to the world the technology and systems evolved in Japan, we will all continue working on the same mission.

**CHALLENGE 6: CHALLENGE OF A FUTURE SOCIETY REACHING ZERO FOOTPRINT**

Here at Toyota we have spent years planning trees at our plants and have therefore created more than 100,000 trees in our surrounding areas. We have also been trying to realise our goal of creating a society in which environmental conservation activities are active in every region.

---

**TOYOTA GENUINE SERVICES**

We are addressing the problems associated with waste tyres in the country and have therefore taken up our producer responsibility as defined by the Waste Management Act of 2008. We are also registered with the National Institute of Standards for Waste Management (NIWAM) and are working to comply with the requirements set forth by the Waste Management Act.

---

**TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES**

We have created a range of finance products that suit your period of ownership. Paying today’s rates for tomorrow’s vehicle is hassle-free through your local Toyota dealer. We take the hassle out of arranging finance. Toyota Financial Services is the fast, flexible and convenient choice.

---

**DECLARATION**

The information contained in this brochure is provided as is without any representations or warranties, whether express or implied, including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and/or correctness. The contents of this brochure and the specifications contained in this brochure may differ in available territories. Toyota Motor Corporation of Japan and Toyota South Africa Motors (Pty) Limited does not represent or warrant that the information and/or specifications contained in this brochure may differ in available territories. Toyota South Africa Motors (Pty) Ltd and any its agents or representatives, recognise the right to make changes, corrections, substitutions, improvements and modifications to the information and/or specifications contained in this brochure. This brochure provides information about products offered by Toyota Financial Services, a division of Toyota Motor Corporation of Japan and Toyota South Africa Motors (Pty) Ltd.